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New Moon Solar Eclipse in Pisces Tuesday March 8th 2016 8:56 PM EST
Jupiter trine Pluto Wednesday March 16th 4:07 PM

Vernal Equinox Sun ingress Aries Sunday March 20th 12:31 AM
Jupiter square Saturn Wednesday March 23rd 6:17 AM

Full Moon Lunar Eclipse in Libra Wednesday March 23rd 8:02 AM
Saturn retrograde Friday March 25th 6:02 AM
Jupiter retrograde in Virgo throughout cycle

Next new Moon in Aries Thursday April 7th 7:25 AM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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Overview

Report number 159New Moon Tuesday March 8th 2016 8:56 PM EST

New Moon in Pisces
Tuesday March 8th 2016 8:56 PM  EST

Astrological alignments in place at the moment of the new Moon
New Moon Jupiter
New Moon Pluto
New Moon Uranus
Jupiter Pluto
Jupiter Uranus
Uranus Pluto
Pluto Saturn
Saturn Ceres
Saturn Pallas Athena
Saturn Juno
Chiron Moons south node

(Pisces) (Virgo) retrograde
(Pisces) (Capricorn)
(Pisces) (Aries)

(Virgo) retrograde (Capricorn)
(Virgo) retrograde (Aries)
(Aries) (Capricorn)

(Capricorn) (Sagittarius)
(Sagittarius) (Pisces)
(Sagittarius) (Aquarius)
(Sagittarius) (Scorpio) retrograde
(Pisces) (Pisces)

opposite
sextile
semi-sextile

trine
quincunx

square
semi-sextile

square
sextile
semi-sextile

conjunct

W
e don't want to get stuck attempting to make sense of something which can not be
made sense of. New found logic is so convincing, a warrior self comes forward to
defend or enact it. There will be a rise in empathy in many and so their logic and

warrior boldness may be to defend that which appears defenseless. Many partnerships will be
called out on their clarity, to get clear as to what is real for them and what has been fantasy or
wishful thinking. Not wanting to give up a bold courageous warrior steps up. Insight into why
things are changing will be grasped and assumed by some. A feeling about how and where things
are going which involves society and the shared economic system we use will cause some to
regauge and rethink their partnership. Getting clear of delusional ideas and yet holding onto one's
compassion is in the formula for the coming Moon cycle in Pisces. It is best to know what is
worth fighting for before one begins taking aggressive action.

A long time desire or goal may be fading. The opportunity for the achievement of the goal is not
directly diminished. As the reality of the goal becomes better known the method of it's
manifestation is discovered to be faultily. The mechanism to get to the point of achievement is
appearing unrealistic. This added clarity can actually give the individual a boost in finally
achieving their goal as now a new truth is better known. In the meantime some may be
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experiencing the vanishing of their goal as the way to achieve it is really what has vanished.
Ideally the individual will persist in uncovering other ways of achieving their desire, ways which
are built on newer better information.

This Moon cycle will offer an opportunity to clean things up. Getting involved in half completed
projects or just putting things off too often either way things which are incomplete or left behind
are revisited and brought to conclusion. These old projects will have energetic connections with
past relationships past interests and these will also have to be dealt with. Connecting emotional
memory to past events may be part of the challenge. It will be important to deal with these things
as doing so can have a beneficial affect on one's health. The emotional experiences will perhaps
evolve and live on yet the events which in the past which parallel or correlate with these
memories will be what is resolved, at least this is the ideal. Some way of seeing and knowing a
bigger congruent picture will simplify things and this is where health and healing comes in. An
opportunity to find simplicity and reduce complication is available and will require an individual
to see the their beliefs as the perpetrator to their past events. Some of these beliefs if not all
where influenced from others in one's past, family, friends, religion or school experiences, past
job experiences. All these things act as a collection net throughout one's life where beliefs are
acted out. Seeing the connection between past events and the authority one had in the past
accepted as real occurs when one is able to courageously follow their feelings. In an instant of
clarity an entire emotional anchor can be let go of because the individual is able to see where
they, in their ignorance, placed their authority outside themselves. An inability to do this, become
ones own authority and act as if one has been the cause of their past and current challenges, will
simply cause the events to recycle with perhaps new players. The key is in the feeling as the
emotional experience is one's soul's experience and will not easily be discarded. On the other
hand the events are merely example of physical dynamics which correlate or substantiate the
beliefs. The cleaning up one has the opportunity to do then is about finding the bigger picture or
the seed belief and allowing the mini manifestations and events to be seen as reflections of these,
perhaps no longer necessary as reminders.

An individual is in a state of obliviousness when they believe something to be absolutely real
when it is perhaps not. The fleshing out of incorrect assumption has been increasingly occurring
and continues to increase now through this Pisces Moon cycle. The idea that all is energy is a
safe one in that we are able to accept realities as delusions and not get obliviously lost in the
notion that something is absolute. As such everything of significance we experience is someone's
idea thought or intention and exists as an energy matrix at times complete with physical
manifestation. Remembering of course that physical manifestation is again energy vibration. Our
ability to understand permanence is an important one as it allows us to naturally let a thing go
once it has lived it's reality. Also we are able to create a pysdo permanence and realize that that it
what it is, we don't expect something to be there beyond the thought manifestation and idea
consideration which sustains it. There are many realities which are fleshed out right now which
the individual must be able to discard or accept as fleeting as these realities have perhaps lost a
past permanence and stand now to crumble. New realities and their current vibration of pending
permanence are coming forward and as such erasing older ones.

A need for different types or models of authority to find cooperation will play out during this
Moon cycle. There will be those who want to expand and enrich their territory of influence and
there will be those who actively want to implement boundaries and make executive decisions as
to what is most relevant. Ideally these authority forces will cooperate and access their own
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individual meaning while accepting the intention and value of another. Whether it be public
reputation or an opportunity to move ahead professionally these players will be dealing with
versions of truth or beliefs. An obstruction in the road toward one's agenda can represent an
opportunity to find a new clarity which means a new simplicity. It may simple be an issue as to
what is real and what is delusion and this can be tangled in a matter of what is assumed to be
truth as opposed to what is truth. A good strategy in the face of obstruction or conflict is to step
back and do some clearing and cleaning.

The Moon cycle will bring out the natural urge to be socially involved thus revealing how things
have changed recently. Individual decisions, no matter how they are reasoned, will conclude that
it is I who wants to reduce alone time and experience others. Lets do something, lets get
involved. A merging of passions occurs between seemingly independent thinkers. Ongoing
agendas to either expedite a partnership with new rules or to terminate it is shown new and
unexpected data as a faster paced plan trumps the planned partnership change. Center to these
dynamics is the focus on social interaction as the current Moon cycle enlivens and activates
within the individual the urge to be harmonious within their community. Significant activity in
Capricorn as indicated by Pluto transiting there may have already altered what was once familiar
social infrastructure roadways. Moving mountains of social rejection simply by evolving
personal paradigms in ways which discard blame and accept responsibility may have occurred.
The emotional content of such personal altering harmonizes and pools together, before you know
it individuals of unlikely character are working together through mutually inspired plans. The
willingness to allow old limiting paradigms to conclude along with the associated rationalizing,
and to instead move on the inspired call to enjoy one's propensity to be involved in new ideas
will move pass rejection scenarios into far reaching revolutionary opportunities. Again a turn
about occurs as an expected aggressive action unexpectedly runs into the truth that social
infrastructure is and has been changing. Aggressive social action is on the rise and it is these
actions which will flesh out the truth that there have been some significant changes in social
structure recently.

SunSign

With this Moon cycle beginning in Pisces the focus will be on the merging of beliefs and
paradigms, or the merging of worlds. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle
below, is scripted from the perspective of the dynamic experiences which occur as boarders
become less apparent. As all is thought manifestation all realities, as fantasy or delusion, are
fabricated through opinion. An evolution of self awareness occurs as the nature of manifestation
becomes known. Those born under the Sun sign Pisces have a natural propensity to merge with
and experience dreams as reality and vise versa. They naturally and easily move beyond
boundaries of opinion and belief simply by feeling a reality concept as if it is real. Not to exclude
others as we all have Pisces somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following is a
simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would access Pisces propensity for
migrating into the reality of others through feeling. There are many accents in each personal
astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun
sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support
a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify the basic
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Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***
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inclination toward experiencing fantasy or delusion as reality for each Sun sign and thus create
added meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I feel the reality of others …

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

Libra:

Virgo:

Leo:

Cancer:

Gemini:

Taurus:

Aries:

by accepting all I sense and observe in my immediate physical experience.

by paying attention to my immediate need to have clear communication with others.

by paying attention to how these realities affect the way I feel about myself.

through my enthusiasm and excitement to be involved with them.

when I choose to be self responsible and clear as to what is and what is not my own
personal responsibility.

when I move into partnership relationships and feel an expansion of compassion.

when my partnership experiences lead me into the value of sharing.

when I allow myself to step out of typical experience and rationalizing and move into
new adventures of feeling.

when I dedicate myself to being purposeful and valuable to others through my
profession and career.

by accepting and intending harmony through friendships.

by being still and feeling the emotional connection which exists between all others.
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Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.

***
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September 13th, 14th & 15th

October 11th, 12th & 13th

December 8th

January 8th

February 28th & 29th

March 1st

March 11th, 12th & 13th

April 8th, 9th & 10th

June 6th

July 9th & 10th

September 2nd & 3rd

01 Tuesday March 8th 2016 8:56 PM EST - new Moon in Pisces
Seeing oneself finding success in accepting and busting challenges during this Moon cycle will
involve being increasingly discerning as to what is practical and what is not so realistic. The
ability to measure and know the difference between what is practical and what is frivolous will
be enough to begin new journeys and secure better security for the future. To be able to identify
how one is living in a hopeless delusion is a very big step forward. Delusions can be given their
value and more easily set aside, at least for now. Dreams may include inspiration and yet the
dream doesn't have to be completely abandoned they just have to be integrated into current
practical needs. An ability to see the connection between things considered completely separate
for example can assist the individual in making priority decisions. An ultimate meeting point is
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one's health and well being, one's health must be prioritized in order to exist and survive in this
practical world. There is always going to be a place and importance for dreams it's just that
certain practical things must be considered first. Once an individual is able to shift their focus to
the more practical things in life they will find their dreams will become more important and
valuable to them. The solar eclipse will again give the inspired individual more power to assert
their will. An ability to enjoy the truth and value of clarity will assist the individual in bring
home realistic visions and lead to methods of practicality which will assist them in all practical
matters including building and maintaining excellent health. An important intention for this
Moon cycle would be to find and anchor the most practical perspective of one's dreams and
inspirations.

If you take action on something you imply it's real beyond merely saying it's real. A need to
confirm or substantiate one's particular view can be the reason for a current aggressive action.
Pending social actions can flare up if there are people who feel they are being socially
mistreated. An analytical type person can become warrior like and go after their vision as the
possibility of busting down or through delusionary beliefs motivates and triggers them into
action. Aggressive moves may be intended to indicate public confidence. The boss may need to
demonstrate confidence and will perhaps assert certain boundaries. A confident understanding
may actually have some overly optimistic logic and so the individual who is feeling this is their
opportunity to move ahead in public view is cautioned. If there is something which needs action
and yet has not been acted upon a build up of anxiety can result. If one is able to avoid panic this
can be a good time to take care of some routine task which requires extra effort.

Emotional reactions reflect a sensitivity to foundational social beliefs. The social beliefs of
others may be assumed which qualifies the use of certain words during conversation. When this
is off however some react, something which is said may not be understood or not taken well. As
we venture out into community doing routine errands assumptions as to what others believe
innocently occurs. Maintaining simplicity helps to clearly communicate ideas as the need to be
understood and on the same wavelength is necessary for typical everyday connecting. In the
meantime faith and religious beliefs may become understood from a higher order. An ability to
see things as connected because they have something in common, Universal compassion, allows
an individual to register an evolved order where mutually supportive compassion works above
and beyond typical boundaries. A special insight into health and healing can also occur because
once again the individual is able to extrapolate a higher meaning. Ideally the individual will find
practical insight and meaning and be able to shift their focus away from ideas and questions
which can never be properly answered.

Ideas which involve how one understands themselves can increase internal dialogue. Unqualified
notions, delusions, fantasy, these things can have the adverse affect of causing one's internal
thought process to become very active. An ability to lead oneself back to the initial idea or belief
is available as long as the individual is able to observe where their feelings go. Specifically the
individual must discover the authority they have placed over themselves and this authority will
appear like an intruder stirring up their inner thoughts. Some routine way of connecting with
others or some way of thinking about something may be changing, or challenged to change. A
new idea may be growing and expanding which is challenging the old way of thinking something

02 Wednesday March 9th - Moon enters Aries 2:41 PM

03 Friday March 11th - Moon enters Taurus 2:45 PM

04 Sunday March 13th - Moon enters Gemini 5:05 PM
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over. Internally the individual may rewalk the same thoughts yet the need to do so may be
ending. Some belief may have been considered more absolute than it really was and it is this
belief which stands to be rewritten. If the individual is aware that they are not their mind that
they have a mind and that the mind is apart of their body they will naturally and effectively
observe their mind. Observing one's mind can reveal the beliefs which structure the direction
thoughts typically go. How the individual feels gives them valuable clues as to who they believe
themselves to be. An ability to alter thoughts, beliefs, and self identity, can free the individual
from past trauma and set them free to move on into new experiences. It's like rewriting your life.
The individual must however understand the need to accept and own what they have given
energy to in the past and sort out specifically how to alter its current effect.

Changes in community may be affecting or influencing the creative ideas and expressions of
some individuals. An ability to raise one's creative ideas to some significance as opposed to just
plainly having fun may be challenging them. Ideally the individual will find both, they are
having a great time at expressing their creativity and their community is finding it of value.
Family matters may become exaggerated for some right now and again the changes in the social
structure of community can be challenging families to find new ways to get things done. An
ability to find parallels between work and home dynamics can make life easier and more
functional. Bid dramatic changes in social infrastructure can be causing major challenges to
individual families. Old systems are being removed and new ones created and so it is old beliefs
which are not necessarily serving families the way they did in the past. New ways of doing
things are coming forward and so it is wise to watch for these and venture into theses new ways.
An ability to astutely notice what type of community changes are having the biggest effect on
family and what is not can be important. Some things lead nowhere whereas others can become
of big value.

It may not be so noticeable right at this moment yet this particular Moon ingress will act as a
template for much of what will be experienced between now and this time next year. Of course
what makes this significant is the Vernal Equinox which occurs Sunday morning. A need to be
significant will challenge some. A sense that one needs to accomplish something in order to
believe one is important may be triggering emotional reactions. Trusting that one does indeed
have admirable talents can lead them to these talents. A sense that one is responsible can lead
them to stretch and expand upon a workable solution to some challenge. Although the mind may
be lead by feelings right now a sense that a realistic and practical way of looking at things can
also exist. Being responsible for oneself may include being able to see the practical perspective
of things even though the issue may be emotionally charged. There are past ideals in regards to
what makes an individual admirable to society which may have to be let go of as they can no
longer service value as an inspiration. An individual who can find their own sense of self
confidence and act as if they are in charge of their own responsibilities will draw to them the
kind of things which they will need in order to move their interests forward.

Some may find value in their partnership because the dynamic it pertains to causes the
individuals involved to be more realistic about what they believe. Areas assumed real are made

05 Tuesday March 15th - Moon enters Cancer 8:58 PM

06 Friday March 18th - Moon enters Leo 3:56 AM

07 Sunday March 20th - Moon enters Virgo 1:40 PM

Jupiter trine Pluto Wednesday March 16th 4:07 PM

Vernal Equinox Sun ingress Aries Sunday March 20th 12:31 AM
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real via partnership. A need to bring focus into matters is facilitated by a relationship. The
resistance to accepting and acknowledging details can bring up feelings which echo back to a
time when an individual was more of a dreamer than a realist. The acceptance of the dreams of
others which has occurred in the past may be brought up now as there is likely an opportunity to
be free from the desires of others and begin to register clarity as to what exactly are ones own
passions. An increase in being critical can occur and this can lead to some clarity which is much
needed. However learning how to not be overly critical is also important as the need to move
forward with practical decisions is the ultimate goal.

08 Wednesday March 23rd - Moon enters Libra 1:24 AM

09 Friday March 25th - Moon enters Scorpio 2:10 PM

10 Monday March 28th - Moon enters Sagittarius 2:47 AM

Some may borrow the success of others and not realize they are doing so. The character of
another may be similar to one's own yet what is of particular interest is in the shared vision or
reality they both give value to. When one's agenda or interest is moved directly into action it may
well be because another has inadvertently implied some specific vision is of real substance. It
may be as if delusion is made real because a partnership can be built around it. The need to bust
past delusions because they were qualified in such a way, via partnership, can return now and
cause a reality to be questioned and also includes the questioning of a relationship. The matter of
being independently responsible is in accepting all the events in which one has found themselves
involved. Doing so allows the individual to see or notice patterns of creation which cycle through
their experiences. Many if not all these experiences can be seen as relationship experiences yet
there is also an independent nature to these. Understanding relationship harmony as a correlation
as opposed to a cause effect thing can bring a new type of acceptance and harmony into one's
life.

Ideas of what it means to be a good care giver may come forward, one may seek to be
acknowledged for the effort they make toward others. A willingness to share what one has and to
be cooperative can lead to new discoveries in how appreciation works. Keeping things to a
respectable minimum can be the special formula for some which makes things work. In work or
professional situations there are those who are very excited with a new insight or logic and who
want to move forward and there are those who seem to block or oppose this as they are really big
on certain rules. Ideally new boundaries will be discovered or created which benefit both. There
can be some aggressive actions and some private agenda qualified by survival concerns or
possible reputation concerns. Many can benefit from the rise in action energy. Also some
situations can arise where it may be best to let the bosses sort it out. There may be clashes
between authority figures going on. Some special opportunity may be opening up, this can be a
good time to take actions which can lead to a special future.

Lessons in how to be effective may have included the need for effective rules and boundaries.
The need to discard ideas which are simple not doable may be all it takes to be more successful,
especially at servicing the public or doing one's regular job. Understanding that the boundless is
not available to one who seeks professional success can assist and give the individual a clear
choice as to where to focus their action energy. An ability to see beyond past limitation can be

Jupiter square Saturn Wednesday March 23rd 6:17 AM
Full Moon Lunar Eclipse in Libra Wednesday March 23rd 8:02 AM
Saturn retrograde Friday March 25th 6:02 AM
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very valuable right now, some unique opportunity may exist. An ability to find a superior logic
combined with an ability to limit one's activities to those which are the most important can give
value to the actions taken. Seeing how reputation concerns have derailed past efforts can also be
important as the need to follow one's own inspiration and confidence needs to come first.

Some people will be active in their pursuit of what they want in their work or public life. For
others this will be less so yet there is an increase of action energy occurring. There are social
changes going on, things just are not the same socially as many have become accustomed to in
the past. Certain things take some getting use to and one way to help with this is to let go of the
past. If emotional attachments to the past persist it may help to see the practical aspect of what
once was and to see how this practicality has changed. In this way certain things are let go of yet
other significant attachments may still be relevant. The idea is to be creative in how things are
seen and allowed to evolve to fit in with today's dynamics. For some it may be necessary to let
social changes and dynamics change some home dynamics. By accepting certain social system
changes it is easier to allow theses changes to integrate into domestic concerns less destructively.
Choosing specific actions over others can for example make life easier at home and publicly.
Valuing the good feeling of sharing time with another can translate to increased understanding as
well. A feeling that something needs to be done by a certain time can cause panic. By reviewing
the time line and by being selective as to what tasks are to be done immediately the releasing of
pressure may occur. Also keeping others informed as to what you are up to can help reduce the
panic and pressure of deadlines.

Knowing who is who and who can do what helps when deciding the best action and approach to
whatever challenge one faces. An ability to see wisely through and beyond specific character and
identity allows the individual to see a bigger picture. An ability to conjure up a win win situation
when dealing with others who see themselves in a significant way can occur. It is like an ability
to navigate ideals and keep everybody happy as their ideal world still exists for them specifically,
in the meantime a new avenue is opened up. There may be trouble in paradise as recently there
may have been challenges in who stands as the authority. The aggressive actions of some may
feel like challenges to others. New ways of seeing how things can improve in whatever method
one has been using may also come into play yet runs into a snag when another may prefer to
stand by certain rules. There is an openness to new ideas here which can help if there is a need to
get beyond the typical idea as to who knows best or what is right.

Those who can become emotionally overwhelmed may have benefited from this Moon cycle in
that they have been able to find a new precision and clarity. An ability to put details together in a
congruent way may have lifted the individual out of an on going delusion. Not saying it was easy
as it may have been and possible continues to a big challenge. An ability to see clearly what is
good for an individual and what is not assists them in getting clear of unnecessary emotional
challenges. In some cases health issues may have dominated one's experiences as this is what it
takes to shake one free of distracting interests. The practicality of health issues is it's own
medicine in that it moves people to prioritize themselves. If some way of substantiating one's

11 Wednesday March 30th - Moon enters Capricorn 1:46 PM

12 Friday April 1st - Moon enters Aquarius 8:38 PM

13 Monday April 4th - Moon enters Pisces 1:47 AM
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desire was committed to then their vision will more likely have begun to manifest. If there was a
commitment made then there is more likely an opportunity to remain optimistic about the
outcome.

A focused agenda will prevail as satisfying this coming Moon cycle in Aries. If there has been an
ability to find clarity in what is focused on and to remove dysfunctional delusions from one's
interest an opportunity now to move into effective action exists. An ongoing need to remain clear
as to what is significant and real for the individual will remain an important priority yet the bulk
of what has been distracting many may have been lessened. Health issues may continue to
challenge an individual to focus on what is specifically right for them and again cause them to
move attention away from distractions which in reality do not directly concern them.

14 Wednesday April 6th - Moon enters Aries 2:47 AM

Next new Moon in Aries Thursday April 7th 7:25 AM EST

(905) 665-9000

For more info r Astrology consultations goto:rmation about Soulsta

Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php

SoulstarAstrology.com

PathfinderReport,com

Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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01 I am noticing how my interests and experiences parallel others in a confirming way.

02 I am able to feel the practical value of a situation.

03 I am able to feel the connections between things typically considered separate.

04 I am discovering how my relationships make specific things real.

05 My health and body changes are in sync with my beliefs.

06 I am finding valuable opportunities to increase my health.

07 I am better understanding where my feelings and emotional reactions have been leading
me.

08 I am discovering new opportunities to express myself socially.

09 My ability to listen carefully helps me understand the fundamental beliefs of others.

10 My internal dialogue gives me clues as to the quality of beliefs I hold to be absolute.

11 I am able to channel my emotional sensitivity to my creative artistic expression.

12 I feel good about the things I have accomplished.

13 My partnership has open me up to special comfort and security.

14 I appreciate others for their sensual depth.

15 I appreciate how others like to share what they have.

16 I can see what is important to my career and am able to take actions in that direction.

17 I am able to get many things done at the same time because I am able to clearly prioritize
my efforts.

18 I allow others the space they need to discover what they need.

19 I am seeing the bigger picture by realizing that the shared social world is going through
major shifts and changes.

20 I am seeing how influence is important when making professional type decisions.

21 By understanding peoples reputation concerns I am able to develop diplomatic solutions
to my public dynamics.


